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2018 OG&E Request for Proposals for Capacity 

1 Definitions 

Except in those certain instances where the context states another meaning, the following terms, when 
used in this Request for Proposals document, shall have the meanings below.  These Request for 
Proposals definitions do not supplant the definitions used in the model Power Purchase Agreement(s) 
and Asset Purchase Agreement attached to this Request for Proposals.     

“APA” means Asset Purchase Agreement, a document establishing the terms of a 
purchase and sale transaction of a generation facility between a utility and a bidder. 

“Bidder” means a single legal entity. 

 “Capacity” means the quantity of electric power produced by a generating facility at a 
point in time, as measured in kilowatts or megawatts.   

“Commissions” means collectively the Oklahoma Corporation Commission and the 
Arkansas Public Service Commission 

 “Load Responsible Entity” means any Asset Owner participating in the Integrated 
Marketplace with registered physical assets that are either load or firm Export Interchange Transactions.   

“Permits” means permits, consents, licenses, franchises, certificates, authorizations, 
registrations, or waivers, extensions, renewals, or variances relating thereto, in each case issued by any 
Governmental Authority. 

“PPA” means Power Purchase Agreement, a document establishing the terms of a 
purchased-power portfolio for a utility that meets the utility’s planning objectives and strikes an 
appropriate balance between power supply costs and the related risks to which consumers are exposed 
(e.g., purchased-power cost increases and power supply disruptions) over the term of the resource plan. 

“Resources” means supply-side generating facilities including life extension and 
repowering projects for such facilities (and the output thereof).  In this RFP, supply-side generating 
facilities are also called “projects.”   

“SPP” means the Southwest Power Pool, the nonprofit regional transmission operator 
providing transmission services to OG&E and other utilities across 14 Midwestern and Southwestern 
states. 
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2 Background Information 

2.1 Introduction 

This document constitutes a Request for Proposals ("RFP") from qualified third parties to supply electric 

resources to Oklahoma Gas and Electric ("OG&E" or "the Company"), a subsidiary of OGE Energy Corp.  

OG&E was formed in 1902 and is Oklahoma’s oldest and largest investor-owned electric utility.  OG&E 

serves more than 842,000 customers in 276 towns and cities in a 30,000 square mile area of Oklahoma 

and western Arkansas.  OG&E’s service area is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: OG&E Service Area 

 

 
This is an All Generation Sources RFP, meaning that any utility scale electric generation source may be 

considered, consistent with the requirements described herein.  

OG&E invites proposals from all potential suppliers capable of meeting the requirements of this RFP, 

including other utilities, independent power producers, wholesale generators, and qualifying facilities 

(“Bidders”).  OG&E seeks proposals for the transfer of ownership of existing or to-be-constructed 

generation facility(ies) to OG&E to be accomplished through one or more asset purchase agreements 

(“APAs”).  Bidders may also provide proposals for power purchase agreements (“PPAs”) for sale of 

capacity with a thirty (30) year term following commercial operation.  Model form agreements for the 

APA and PPA are attached to this RFP as Appendix C and Appendix D, respectively.  Neither OG&E nor 

any affiliated companies will submit a self-build option in response to this RFP. 

This RFP allows Bidders to offer proposals for up to approximately 500 MW of capacity qualified to serve 

OG&E’s reliability obligations as defined in Southwest Power Pool’s (SPP’s) Resource Adequacy 

Requirements as per Attachment AA section 4 of the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (“OATT”) as 
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approved by the Federal Energy Commission on August 8, 2018.  OG&E will accept proposals for capacity 

which qualifies to provide accredited capacity for reserve and peak purposes in compliance with SPP 

requirements; for PPA proposals, offers including the sale of energy or for a term of less than 30 years 

will be considered as non-conforming.  OGE requires capacity be available to satisfy OG&E’s resource 

adequacy obligations beginning as early as June 1, 2019 but no later than June 1, 2021.  Proposals must 

be sized at a level consistent with the provision of a minimum of 50 MW of qualified capacity during the 

entire term of the APA or PPA transaction. Proposals must be for single generation facilities, or co-

located generation facilities, that are located in and interconnected to SPP’s transmission network.  

OG&E will consider procuring up to approximately 500 MW of qualified capacity if the procurement 

alternatives available are shown to benefit the Company’s system.  OG&E may elect to contract with 

one or multiple Bidders to procure capacity resources. Final execution of any negotiated agreement(s) 

will be subject to satisfactory completion of due diligence analysis by OG&E and its agents. While not 

required, Bidders are welcome to provide information to support due diligence of the proposal at any 

time.  OGE has provided questions related to its initial due diligence in Appendix F.  For Bidders who opt 

to provide due diligence information, OGE strongly encourages Bidders to provide OGE access to such 

information through a virtual data room. For access to due diligence information, OGE has provided a 

form Confidentiality Agreement in Appendix G which can be returned to 

ResourceRFP2018NDA@oge.com to begin the due diligence process.  

2.2 RFP Objective 

Taking into account the different factors set out in this RFP, OG&E’s primary objective is to solicit 

competitive proposals to provide OG&E with cost-effective capacity resources consistent with the need 

identified and discussed in Section 2.3 below.  With the capacity resource options received, OG&E 

strives to develop a resource plan that will allow it to meet its capacity obligations over a long-term 

planning horizon at the lowest reasonable cost to customers with due consideration of the uncertainties 

attributable to many of the planning assumptions and to other benefits which provide value to OG&E 

customers.  

OG&E may select resources that represent the most cost-effective proposal(s) based on the evaluation 

criteria described herein.  This evaluation will be based on an analysis of economic, operational, and 

technical attributes.  Consistent with the goals for its resource plan, preference will be given to the 

lowest cost resources which also assist OG&E in satisfying SPP’s planning reserve margin requirements; 

maintain or increase the ability of OG&E’s portfolio to proficiently respond to locational requirements; 

provide diversity within OG&Es existing asset portfolio; and increase the overall reliability and resiliency 

of OG&E’s system.  

OG&E expects to evaluate individual proposals, as well as combinations of proposals, for the express 

purpose of identifying the most cost-effective capacity resource options available to OG&E.  

mailto:ResourceRFP2018NDA@oge.com
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2.3 Resource Need 

This RFP and OG&E’s overall procurement planning is informed by its Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”).  

OG&E’s 2018 IRP is currently under review by the Oklahoma Corporation Commission and Arkansas 

Public Service Commission (“Commissions”) and is expected to be finalized in mid to late September 

2018.  The OG&E 2018 draft IRP submittal provides a detailed account of OG&E’s current system outlook 

and projection for resource needs and is available https://ogeenergy.gcs-web.com/static-

files/58e52597-075b-4971-95e2-0df30c28b316.    

Within the 2018 Draft IRP, OG&E has identified an incremental capacity requirement beginning in 2019 

and incrementing annually as load continues to grow as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: OG&E Planning Reserve Margin and Needed Capacity (MW unless noted) 

 
 
 
 

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 

Total Capacity 6,479 6,359 6,359 6,359 6,359 

Net Demand 5,934 5,949 6,001 6,031 6,069 

Reserve Margin 9% 7% 6% 5% 5% 

Needed Capacity* 168 305 362 396 438 
*Indicates the potential capacity needed to restore the reserve margin to 12%. 

 

Based on the identified need, OG&E is seeking projects that will be used to satisfy OG&E’s load and 

planning reserve obligations as and Load Responsibly Entity (“LRE”) within SPP beginning in 2019, 2020, 

or 2021.  

2.4 Process Overview 

This RFP will be administered in a fair, just, and reasonable manner consistent with Commission rules for 

competitive procurements Oklahoma Administrative Code (“OAC”) 165:35-34 (“Commission Rules”). All 

communications will be governed by the process discussed in Section 2.5 to ensure fair and equitable 

treatment for all bidders. 

OG&E has provided the draft RFP and will hold a technical conference that will allow interested parties 

to provide comments and feedback regarding the draft RFP.  Comments and feedback on the draft RFP 

are encouraged to be submitted to OG&E via email in advance of the Technical Conference All feedback 

received through close of the business on the day of the technical conference will be considered within 

the final RFP.   

Bidders may also submit questions to OG&E on the final RFP via email.  OG&E will require a Notice of 

Intent to Bid for all bids that will subsequently be considered under this RFP process.  Bidders will 

submit sealed bids to OG&E, and bids will be opened at the place and time identified in Section 2.10.  

OG&E will perform a detailed evaluation of bids and identify Bidder(s) selected for negotiation.  

https://ogeenergy.gcs-web.com/static-files/58e52597-075b-4971-95e2-0df30c28b316
https://ogeenergy.gcs-web.com/static-files/58e52597-075b-4971-95e2-0df30c28b316
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2.5 RFP Communication 

All inquiries, and communications relating in any manner to this RFP, should be directed via email, to 

ResourceRFP2018Questions@oge.com.   

Any unsolicited direct contact with employees or personnel at OG&E concerning this RFP is not allowed 

and may constitute grounds for disqualification.   

2.6 RFP Submission 

Two (2) hard copies of the proposal must be submitted in a sealed envelope.  Facsimile submittals may 

be rejected.  In addition, submission of a complete electronic copy of the proposal on an USB flash drive 

is mandatory.  Text file submissions should be in Microsoft Word or Adobe Acrobat; spreadsheets 

should be submitted in Microsoft Excel.  

Proposals submitted in response to this RFP will not be returned to Bidders and will become the 

property of OG&E.  At the conclusion of the process, all proposals will either be archived or destroyed. 

 Proposal Due Date 

All hard copy and flash drive proposal materials MUST be received at the below location by October 22, 

2018 at 6:00 pm Central Prevailing Time (CPT).  Any proposals submitted after the stated time on the 

due date may be excluded from consideration. 

Via Standard Mail Via Carrier Service or Hand Delivery 

Attn: OG&E RFP Response Attn: OG&E RFP Response 

P.O. Box 1514 321 N. Harvey  

Oklahoma City, Okla. 73101 Oklahoma City, Okla. 73102 
 

 

Bids must be submitted in a sealed package to ensure confidentiality, with the following information 

shown on the package: Response to OGE 2018 All-Source RFP Confidential Sealed Bid Proposal. The 

Bidder’s company name and address must be clearly indicated on the package containing the bid.   

 Bidder Fees 

A $5,000 non-refundable filing fee must be submitted with each proposal of up to 100 MW in capacity. 

The bid fee will increase by $100 for every incremental 20 MW above 100 MW in capacity to a maximum 

bid fee of $7,000 per proposal offer.  This bid fee includes one price, size or timing offer for a given 

sale/transfer proposal.  Each additional price, size or timing offer for the same facility will cost an 

additional $1,000.  Filing fees should be submitted through one of the options listed below: 

1. Standard check payable to Oklahoma Gas and Electric 

2. Wire transfer to  

Oklahoma Gas and Electric Services 

mailto:ResourceRFP2018Questions@oge.com
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Bank of Oklahoma 

ABA:  103900036 

Acct:  814072665 

       Ref:  RFP for Capacity. 

A W9 statement from OGE has been provided on the RFP Website for Bidders should it be required to by 

the Bidder to prepare payment.   

 Bid Opening 

In compliance with the Commission Rules, bids shall be opened at the time and location specified in 

Section 2.10 and participants indicated in section 165:35-34-3 (d) (1) (B) of the Commission Rules may 

attend and monitor the opening of the bids.  

2.7 Bidder Questions 

Prospective Bidders are encouraged to submit questions about this RFP on or before the deadline for 

submission of questions listed in the schedule.  All questions, and responses to those questions, will be 

posted at https://oge.com/wps/portal/oge/about-us/do-business/rfp-rfi (“RFP Website”) within five 

(5) days after receipt of the question to the best of OG&E’s capabilities.  OG&E’s objective in posting 

these questions and answers is to ensure that all Bidders have equal access to information that may be 

potentially relevant to their proposals. 

Should OG&E determine it is necessary to provide confidential information to provide necessary 

information for Bidders, then Bidders wishing to receive responses to those questions will be required to 

sign a confidentiality agreement.  The determination of whether confidential treatment is required to 

inform Bidders will solely be at the discretion of OG&E.   

2.8 Transmission Guidance 

Any inquiries about generation interconnection or transmission service must be directed only to the 

appropriate party at SPP.  SPP will be OG&E’s sole point of contact for all questions and requests related 

to interconnection applications and studies relating to resources connected to the SPP transmission 

system.  

2.9 Notice of Intent to Bid 

Notice of Intent to Bid (“NOI”) is mandatory for proposals to be accepted.  Submittal of NOI does not 

bind Bidders to submit a proposal; however, submittal of a proposal does require that an NOI have been 

submitted by the NOI due date.  Bidders must submit a NOI by midnight, Central Prevailing Time (“CPT”) 

on October 18, 2018.  The NOI form is included as Appendix A and is to be submitted via email as per 

Section 2.5 above.  Receipt of the NOI will be confirmed via e-mail from OG&E to the Bidder(s).  

https://oge.com/wps/portal/oge/about-us/do-business/rfp-rfi
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2.10 Schedule 

OG&E reserves the right to change the schedule at any time and at its sole discretion.  Bidders are 

encouraged to attend the Technical Conference to provide comments on the draft RFP.  The schedule in  

Table 2 will be applied to this RFP. 

Table 2: Schedule for OG&E RFP for Capacity 

Item Date (all in 2018) 

Notification to Commission of expected RFP August 23 

Draft RFP Filing Date September 19  

Draft RFP Technical Conference October 5 

RFP Final Issue Date (expected) October 8 

Final Submission of Questions October 15 

OG&E Response to Questions October 17 

Notice of Intent to Bid Due October 18 

Proposal and Proposal Fee Due October 22 

Opening of Bids October 23 

Selection of Projects for Negotiation (expected) November 6 

Complete Negotiations (expected) November 20 

 

The Technical Conference and opening of bids will take place at OG&E’s headquarters at 321 N. Harvey, 

Oklahoma City according to the following schedule: 

 Technical Conference: 9 am CPT on October 5, 2018 (final comments are due to OG&E by 6 pm 

October 5, 2018) 

 Bids will be opened: 9 am CPT on October 23, 2018 

2.11 Requests for Clarification of and/or Additional Information 

Following the submission of proposals, OG&E may request clarification and additional information 

from Bidders at any time during the evaluation process.  Such information will be subject to public 

posting and protection of confidential information as described elsewhere in this RFP, consistent 

with other bid submission materials.  Bidders that do not respond promptly to such information 

requests or do not provide adequate information may be eliminated from further consideration or 

have the information in their proposals modified by OG&E to produce a reasonable and appropriate 

evaluation.  Bidders may not alter their bid in response to requests for additional information. 

2.12 Changes or Cancellations 

The terms and conditions of this RFP may, at any time, be changed, postponed, withdrawn, and/or 

canceled, including any requirement, term, or condition of this RFP, any and all of which shall be without 

any liability to OG&E.  All changes to the schedule will be posted on the OG&E RFP Website.  OG&E will 
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endeavor to notify all participants who have filed a timely NOI of any such cancellations, modifications, 

or schedule changes that are made prior to the due date for the proposal.  However, it is Bidder’s 

responsibility to monitor the RFP Website.  OG&E will have no responsibility for failing to notify Bidders 

of any changes, postponements, withdrawals, and/or cancellations.   

2.13 Confidentiality of Response 

Bids submitted in response to this RFP, and any contracts resulting from this RFP, will be treated as 

confidential.  Bidders should be aware that information received in response to the RFP may be subject 

to review by applicable regulatory agencies.  Information submitted in response to the RFP may become 

subject to federal or state laws pertaining to public access to information as a result of any reviews 

conducted by the aforementioned agencies.  As such, Bidders should clearly designate all sensitive 

information as “Confidential.”  Except as required by regulatory reviews, OG&E will use reasonable 

efforts to avoid disclosure of such confidential information to persons other than those involved with 

the evaluation, selection, and any subsequent negotiations. 

2.14 Validity of Proposals 

Proposals shall remain valid for the entire evaluation period and should OG&E elect to seek pre-approval 

from the Commission, through the entire period of Commission proceedings.  During these periods, 

proposals shall be considered as irrevocable and may not be modified, except as agreed upon in mutual 

negotiations in the post evaluation period. 

2.15 Bidder Certification 

An authorized officer or other duly authorized representative of a Bidder is required to certify by the 

submission of its proposal that: 

1. The Bidder has reviewed this RFP and has investigated and familiarized itself with respect to all 

matters pertinent to this RFP and its proposal; 

2. The Bidder has obtained all requisite internal approvals from its organization, parent company, 

and/or affiliates necessary to submit its proposal; 

3. The Bidder’s proposal is submitted in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local 

laws and regulations, including antitrust and anti-corruption laws; 

4. The Bidder accepts that confidential information about their proposal might be shared with any 

members of the evaluation team, negotiation team, or regulatory agencies; and 

5. The proposal is binding and irrevocable through the evaluation and any Commission 

proceedings which may follow. 

6. The individual signing represents and warrants that s/he is duly authorized to execute and 

deliver this proposal. 
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2.16 Limitation of Liability  

Neither this RFP nor any other aspect of this solicitation shall create an agency, partnership, joint 

venture, or co-tenancy relationship among the members of the OG&E evaluation team or any other 

entities involved in the development or administration of this RFP, nor any other relationship or liability 

beyond those (if any) explicitly adopted in writing and executed by authorized representatives of OG&E 

and/or the appropriate entity.  Neither OG&E nor any other persons or entities involved in the RFP 

administration and evaluation shall be liable for any act or omission.  Neither this RFP nor any other 

aspect of this solicitation creates or is intended to create third-party beneficiaries hereunder.  In no 

event will OG&E or participating RFP entities be liable to any person for special, incidental, punitive, 

exemplary, indirect, or consequential damages or lost profits, whether by statute, in tort or contract or 

otherwise. 

2.17 Appendices 

The included appendices provide form information OG&E requires for consideration in this RFP.  These 

include: 

Appendix A: Notice of Intent to Bid Form 

Appendix B: Certification and Authorization 

Appendix C: Form Asset Purchase Agreement  

Appendix D: Form Power Purchase Agreement 

Appendix E: Bidder Forms A through S 

 

Additionally, Appendix F: Due Diligence Questions and Appendix G: Form Confidentiality Agreement, are 

optional and Bidders may provide such information at any time in the RFP review process.   

Bidders are responsible for ensuring the completion of required information in the appropriate format, 

including submitting a signed copy of Appendix B, completing all relevant forms within Appendix E, and 

ensuring that all of their submissions are responsive to the evaluation criteria listed in Sections 3.2, 3.3, 

and 3.4 below. 

Model agreements for the APA and PPA are attached in Appendix C and Appendix D, respectfully.  

Bidders are responsible for reviewing all terms and conditions specified in the model agreements and 

taking these terms and conditions into consideration in developing their proposals.   

3 Proposal Evaluation 

3.1 Introduction 

OG&E and its authorized agents will evaluate the proposals to determine which, if any, have the 

potential to provide the most economical, reliable, and viable alternatives for OG&E’s customers.  OG&E 

will use an evaluation process with three (3) components including a threshold review, a non-price 
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(qualitative) review, and a price (quantitative) review.  Those proposals that are found to have satisfied 

the threshold RFP requirements will be evaluated based on the identified qualitative and quantitative 

criteria.  OG&E may select the top-ranking bid based on the combined qualitative and quantitative score 

from among proposals received, or may select multiple bids to comprise a portfolio able to satisfy 

OG&E’s need.  Qualitative and quantitative factors will be considered simultaneously and weighted 

at 50% each. 

3.2 Threshold Evaluation 

OG&E will review each proposal to determine whether it satisfies the threshold criteria of completeness, 

technical viability, and Bidder financial ability and capability.  The completeness review will ensure that 

the proposal follows the guidelines set forth in the RFP, and includes all information required for a more 

thorough review.  The technical viability review will determine whether the proposal meets OG&E’s 

requirements and within the timeframe stated in the RFP.  The financial ability and capability review will 

judge whether the Bidder has adequate financial capability and adequate competence, resources, and 

skills to perform its proposal.  

At OG&E’s sole discretion, any proposal deemed materially incomplete or technically deficient may be 

excluded from further consideration.  OG&E reserves the right to request that any Bidder clarify 

questions or additional information regarding that Bidder’s proposals to resolve deficiencies identified in 

the threshold review.  

The criteria to be considered in the threshold review are listed below: 

 Completeness: Proposals must be complete including all forms and required other 

information; 

 Size, Timing, and Term: Proposals must be between 50 MW and 500 MW accredited 

capacity and available to begin supply to OG&E between 2019 and 2021. Capacity must be 

available to support OG&E planning reserve obligations.  The term of any PPA must be for a 

minimum of 30 years; 

 Property Site Control: Bidders must demonstrate a high level of site control through 

executed land leases, options to lease, easements, or other instruments of conveyance; 

 Unconditional: Proposals are not conditioned upon any contingencies 

 Experience: Bidders proposing to develop new projects must have successfully completed 

one similar project successfully in the past; and 

 Bidder Financial Ability: Bidders must demonstrate financial strength and credit worthiness 

as a counter-party. 

3.3 Non-Price Evaluation Criteria (50% in aggregate) 

OG&E will consider the following six non-economic criteria. These are not incorporated into the 

quantitative evaluation (see Section 3.4) of each proposal: 
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1. Contract Risk, Costs, and Benefits (15%) 

2. Operational Characteristics and Viability (10%) 

3. Locational Benefits, Reliability, Resiliency, and Security (10%) 

4. Overall Project Development Risks (10%) 

5. Resource Diversity, and Scalability (5%) 

6. Environmental Impact (5%)  

 Contract Risk, Costs, and Benefits (15%) 

Contract risk and benefits will be assessed based on the extent to which pricing is firm; existing permits, 

easements, leases, and fuel, power supply, and other contracts are in good order and assignable; and/or 

the cost containment measures effectively limit cost risk for OG&E customers. This will include a review 

of all liabilities assumed under the proposed contract agreements. Additionally, proposals will be 

assessed on the extent to which the Bidder accepts all provisions relevant to the proposal submitted of 

the model APA or PPA agreements or shifts risk to buyers and their customers.  OG&E has a strong 

preference and expectation for minimal changes to the proposed terms in the model APA and PPA. 

For APA proposals that involve contract assignment or other obligation transfer (for example, 

assignment of fuel transport agreements, service agreements, etc), OG&E will consider the terms and 

conditions associated with such assignment.  Where applicable, Bidders should provide an indication of 

such assignments as well as copies of the relevant contracts/agreements.    

 Operational Characteristics and Viability (10%) 

Projects will be assessed on their expected contract or asset life performance. Projects with 

demonstrable longevity as a capacity resource at consistent levels over time are preferred.  New and 

existing projects should provide an O&M plan, an assessment of the peak operational performance of 

their facility, an assessment of the facility to continue to provide reliable reserve capacity and peak 

supply over time, an assessment of the ability of the facility to continue operation in extreme hot and 

cold weather temperatures, an assessment of the project lifetime expectations (i.e., remaining useful 

asset life), and an estimate of the reasonable capital investment (cost and timing) expected to maintain 

the facility in sound operational order over time.   

Operational flexibility will be considered based on the cyclic on/off capability, ramp rates and other 

start-up characteristics, automatic generation control, the ability to provide ancillary services such as 

voltage support and balancing services, and the overall expected impact on transmission conditions 

including voltage and frequency.  OG&E will further consider how complimentary the characteristics of 

the proposed alternatives are to the overall OG&E portfolio.  Bidders shall provide appropriate 

information to document the resource operational flexibility. 

 Locational Benefits, Reliability, Resiliency, and Security (10%) 

OG&E prefers generation resources which provide locational benefits, including the ability to allow 

OG&E to maintain or increase the ability of its portfolio to respond at SPP’s direction to localized 
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reliability issues. Likewise, OG&E seeks resources which minimize disruptions, decrease response time to 

disruptions, and provide support to the local transmission and distribution system where applicable.  To 

the extent that a generation facility, by virtue of its location and operational characteristics, can 

enhance the reliability options that OG&E provides to large customers with particular needs that will be 

a positive attribute. 

OG&E’s security review will include resiliency to physical and cyber threats and vulnerabilities.  Bidders 

should provide a risk mitigation plan which specifically addresses all measures and actions taken by the 

Bidder to minimize risk exposure to such threats and vulnerabilities.      

For this category, OG&E will also consider the economic benefits, including job creation for the OG&E 

customer base, tax benefits, or other benefits accruing to OG&E customers.  Bidders should provide 

their assessment of their expected impact on the local economy in support of this review.  

 Overall Project Development Risk (5%) 

This category is intended to assess the likelihood that the generation project can be successfully 

developed as proposed, based on a number of factors which influence project development feasibility 

and risk of development.  Factors influencing the status of project development as well as the likelihood 

the project will be developed on schedule will be assessed.  For this category, OG&E will evaluate factors 

including: 

 Critical Path Schedule: To demonstrate credibility of the project schedule and ability to achieve 

commercial operation date, Bidders shall provide a detailed project schedule with critical path 

milestones for the project that include activities from the period of selection as the winning 

Bidder to the commercial operation date.  OG&E will review and evaluate the project schedule 

to ensure there is a high likelihood the project can reach commercial operations as proposed. 

This review will include the risks of delays in securing the necessary environmental permits.  This 

review will also include the risks of securing transmission interconnection and delivery 

capabilities.  Bidders should provide a list of all required permits that must be obtained.  In 

addition, Bidders should identify any rights-of-way that need to be acquired for the construction 

of supporting facilities (water pipelines, fuel lines, transmission lines, rail spurs, etc.) and provide 

a plan and schedule for securing the rights-of-way.  

 Site Control: To demonstrate site control, Bidders must be able to 1) document they have 

obtained site control and provide documentation on which necessary permits have been 

obtained or 2) demonstrate how site control and permits will be obtained.  To meet the site 

control requirement, each Bidder shall have identified a site and must provide a copy of 

documentation establishing that such Bidder has and/or will have control over the site for the 

entire term of the contract.  Eligible documentation includes a demonstration of site ownership, 

an option to purchase the site, or a binding letter of intent from the landowners for the full term 

of the contract.  Each Bidder must be able to obtain site control prior to signing a contract with 

the Company.  
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 Technology: Bidders must provide information about specific technology and equipment 

proposed for the project, including a description of the track record of the technology and 

equipment.  Each Bidder should provide a detailed description and specifications for the 

proposed equipment (including, for example, the turbine, steam generator, cooling equipment 

and environmental control equipment proposed for thermal generation projects, or modules, 

inverters, and racking for solar photovoltaic projects).  OG&E reserves the right to conduct 

further due diligence on the equipment.  OG&E prefers proposals that demonstrate that the 

generation design and equipment proposed is technologically mature and the Bidder has 

included a reasonable plan to address how the project will conform to change in environmental 

requirements in the future.  For existing facilities, Bidders must demonstrate the continued 

longevity of the facility including identification of expected capital investment to maintain the 

facility in good operation status continuing for a minimum of five years. 

 Fuel: As applicable to their generation technology, Bidders should provide a detailed strategy for 

securing and delivering fuel to the plant site. If the project is in the early stages of development, 

OG&E requires a fuel supply and transportation plan that demonstrates that the fuel supply 

arrangements adequately conform to the type of project/technology proposed (e.g., gas-fired 

combined cycle).  OG&E prefers proposals that demonstrate a secure and reliable fuel supply or 

strategy, including for any back-up fuels to be used, which demonstrates the ability of Bidder to 

secure a reliable supply for the project. 

 Bidder Experience: Bidders are required to demonstrate experience and management capability 

to successfully develop and operate the project proposed.  OG&E is particularly interested in 

project teams that have demonstrated success in projects of similar type, size, and technology 

and can demonstrate an ability to work together effectively to bring the project to commercial 

operation in a timely fashion.  In addition, OG&E values experience that Bidders can show in 

successfully developing and operating projects within the SPP footprint. 

 Resource Financing: For facilities to be developed, Bidders should demonstrate their ability to 

finance the proposed project.  The financing plan should address how the facility will be 

financed including the sources and mechanisms for financing.  Further, each Bidder should 

provide the project’s initial financing structure, and proposed capital structure, estimated 

sources for debt and equity financing, and a description of any pre- and post-construction equity 

ownership agreements.  Bidders should include the estimated constructed costs as well as the 

financing costs for the project.  Each Bidder’s response must provide a description of the current 

status of the financing plan.  

 Community Engagement: Bidders should provide the status and completeness of the project 

stakeholder engagement plan for any proposed facilities. 

        Resource Diversity, and Scalability (5%) 

OG&E prefers flexibility in the availability of capacity to scale over time, allowing OG&E to be responsive 

to growing capacity requirements.  Likewise, OG&E aspires to maintain a balanced capacity portfolio, 
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which will allow OG&E to respond effectively to overall system needs in the short and long term.  

Consideration will also be given to the deliverability of the resource to OG&E territory.   

Capacity credit will be assessed based on the SPP Planning Criteria.  Bidders should demonstrate their 

approved capacity ratings according to SPP.  Where such information is not available, Bidders should 

provide indications of their expected performance ratings for each required obligation period including 

data confirming the resource’s designated operational performance, verifiable participation in the SPP 

Integrated Marketplace or identification as a network resource, confirmation of firm transmission 

service, status affirming the resource is not committed to other market participants or load outside the 

SPP Balancing Authority Area, and assurance the resource is not double-counted.  Bidders should also 

indicate expected degradation in capacity qualification over time.   

Resource diversity will be assessed through consideration of the impact to the balance of the OG&E 

portfolio and the Company’s goals of maintaining a reasonable balance among natural gas, coal, and 

economically viable renewable, energy storage, and demand-side resources.  Diversity will also be 

assessed against the age of OG&E’s other capacity resources, to ensure a balanced portfolio of assets 

over time.   

Resource scalability will be assessed by OG&E based on the benefits that the proposal provides to the 

existing OG&E portfolio in meeting reserve requirements on a timely basis. 

To assess deliverability, Bidders should provide information regarding the resource firm transmission 

rights and any deliverability assessments which have been performed for the generation facility. 

 Environmental Impact (5%) 

Environmental impact will assess the environmental benefit provided by the proposed resource 

including the potential to reduce air emissions.  Generation facilities will also be assessed for their site 

impact including their impact on land and water use.  Bidders shall provide their expected emissions 

rates and supporting evidence for this expectation based on actual data for the resource or similar 

resources.  Bidders must also provide environmental impact statements for the proposed generation 

facility(ies).   

3.4 Quantitative Evaluation Criteria (50% in aggregate) 

OG&E will consider the following two economic criteria. 

 Net Present Value of OG&E Customer Impact (40%) 

All proposals will be evaluated on price and operational performance factors in the quantitative 

evaluation through simulation of the impact of the proposal on the costs paid by OG&E’s customers.  

OG&E will evaluate all bids based on the expected customer impact resulting from detailed simulation 

modeling and sensitivity analysis consideration as performed in the OG&E IRP, which will account for the 

generation facility cost and dispatch characteristics of assets as well as any proposed price information 
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for PPAs.  Expected dispatch and/or curtailment of resources in the SPP Integrated Marketplace will be 

projected by OG&E for a 30-year time horizon beginning in 2019.  The modeling application will be 

consistent with the analysis and tools described in OG&E’s 2018 IRP filing, including stress test analysis 

on customer cost. 

Detailed assumptions used within the model are available in the OG&E IRP referenced above.  Bidders 

are responsible to review OG&E’s IRP and consider IRP assumptions and results in designing their bid. 

 OG&E Financial Impact (10%) 

OG&E will take into consideration any projected costs of direct or inferred debt.  Inferred debt results 

when credit rating agencies infer an amount of debt associated with a power supply contract and, as a 

result, take the added debt into account when reviewing OG&E’s credit standing.  Factors which may 

additionally be considered include: 

 Balance sheet impact 

• Cash flow impact 

 Bond rating impact  

4 Bid Submittal Requirements 

This section outlines the content and format requirements for all bids submitted in response to this RFP.  

Bids that do not include the information requested in this section will be ineligible for further evaluation 

unless the information requested is not applicable or relevant to a given bid.  

A complete bid will include the following four components: (1) and executive summary, (2) a complete 

set of applicable forms, (3) narrative discussion, and (4) redline of PPA or APA form agreement.  

Expectations for each component are summarized in the following paragraphs. 

4.1 Executive Summary  

The first section of each bid must contain an Executive Summary that provides an overview of the bid’s 

characteristics, including any unique aspects or benefits.   

4.2 Applicable Forms 

The second section of the bid must include the set of forms included in Appendix B and Appendix E. 

These forms will contain essential information about each bid, and a separate set of forms and related 

information must be submitted with each bid.  A summary of the forms is provided in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Complete Set of Required Bidder Forms  

Form Form Title 

Appendix B Certification and Authorization  

Appendix E Bidder Information Forms A to S 

Form A Bidder Contact Information 

Form B Bid Summary  

Form C Bid Fee 

Form D Generation Facility Technical Description 

Form E SPP Capacity Accreditation 

Form F Intermittent Resource Operational Information – Operational Profile 

Form G Operational Information – Planned Maintenance Profile 

Form H  Annual Data for Cost, Performance, and Permitting 

Form I Fuel Plan 

Form J O&M Plan 

Form K Critical Path Schedule 

Form L Environmental Impact – Air Emissions 

Form M Environmental Impact Statement 

Form N Site Information 

Form O Interconnection 

Form P Financing Information 

Form Q Project Management 

Form R Annual PPA Pricing Information 

Form S Monthly PPA Data for Contract Capacity 

 

Bidder may also contact OGE at ResourceRFP2018Questions@oge.com to obtain the final copy of the 

MS Excel template for Appendix E forms which is embedded herein. The editable template in native 

Excel format will be emailed in response to requests received.  

4.3 Narrative Topics Discussion 

In addition to completed forms, each bid must also include a thorough written discussion of each of the 

following topics.  The narrative topics should be organized under the following headings, with each 

heading beginning on a separate page. 

1. Summary of Bid, including overview of technical specifications for the proposal 

2. Operations and Maintenance Plan 

3. Risk Mitigation Plan, including risks posed by natural disaster, physical threats and 

vulnerability including fuel security, and cyber threats and vulnerabilities 

4. Impact on Local Economic Conditions 

5. Siting and Permitting Plan, including operational permits, land acquisition strategy and 

status, etc. 

mailto:ResourceRFP2018Questions@oge.com
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6. Interconnection Plan, including indication of expected network upgrade requirements 

associated with new or upgraded interconnections 

7. Fuel Supply Plan (where appropriate) 

8. Development Experience for Proposed Facilities (where applicable) 

9. Operational Performance History (where applicable) 

4.4 Redline of PPA or APA Form Agreement 

The fourth section will include the Bidder’s redline review of the PPA form or APA agreements.  This 

section may include an explanation of rationale for any significant changes. While Bidders are expected 

to provide reasonable redline related to technical aspects of their proposal, OG&E has a strong 

preference and expectation for minimal changes to the proposed commercial terms in the model APA 

and PPA. Bidders will not be penalized for reasonable redline suggestions related to technical aspects of 

their proposal such as modifying terminology related to facility operations of a dispatchable resource to 

be relevant to a non-dispatchable resource, or modifying terminology related to a new facility to be 

applicable to an existing facility.  
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Appendix A: Notice of Intent to Bid Form 

 
Company Name: _________________________________________________________ 
 
Generation Project Name: __________________________________________________ 
  

Contact Person Information 

Name   

Title/Position   

Mailing Address   

Telephone Number   

Fax Number   

Email Address   

 

 

Project Size (nameplate MW):____________________________________________________ 
 
Project planning reserve contribution (MW): _______________________________________ 

 
Project Location: ______________________________________________________________ 

 
Estimated Commercial Operation Date (Month-Year): ________________________________  
 
Authorized Signature: __________________________________________________________  
 
Title ___________________________________________ Date ________________________  

 
Bidders should send the completed Notice of Intent to Bid Form to 
ResourceRFP2018NOI@oge.com 

  

mailto:ResourceRFP2018Questions@oge.com
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Appendix B: Certification and Authorization 

A proposal will be considered incomplete unless all required signatures are provided  
 
The undersigned certifies that he or she is an authorized officer or other authorized representative of 

the Bidder, and further certifies that:  

1. The Bidder has reviewed this RFP, and has investigated and familiarized itself with respect to all 

matters pertinent to this RFP and its proposal; 

2. The Bidder has obtained all requisite internal approvals from its organization, parent company, 

and/or affiliates necessary to submit its proposal; 

3. The Bidder’s proposal is submitted in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local 

laws and regulations, including antitrust and anti-corruption laws; 

4. The Bidder accepts that confidential information about their proposal might be shared with any 

members of the evaluation team, negotiation team, or regulatory agencies; and 

5. The individual signing below hereby represents and warrants that s/he is duly authorized to 

execute and deliver this proposal. 

Violation of any of the above requirements may be reported to the appropriate government authorities 

and shall disqualify the Bidder from the RFP process.  

The undersigned further certifies that the prices, terms, and conditions of the Bidder’s proposal are valid 

and shall remain valid the entire evaluation period and should OG&E elect to seek pre-approval from the 

Commission, through the entire Commission proceedings. Proposals shall be considered as irrevocable 

and may not be modified, except as agreed upon in mutual negotiations in the post evaluation period. 

The undersigned further certifies that he or she has personally examined and is familiar with the 

information submitted in this proposal and all appendices thereto, and based on reasonable 

investigation, including inquiry of the individuals responsible for obtaining the information, the 

submitted information is true, accurate, and complete to the best of the undersigned’s knowledge and 

belief.  
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The undersigned understands that a false statement or failure to disclose material information in the 

submitted proposal may be punishable as a criminal offense under applicable law.  The undersigned 

further certifies that that this proposal is on complete and accurate forms as provided without alteration 

of the text.  The undersigned further understands and agrees to the provisions of this RFP related to 

confidential information, and consents to the limited exchange and sharing of confidential information 

related to the Bidder’s proposal as described in this RFP. 

 

 
_______________________________________  
Bidder Company Name  
  

 

_______________________________________  
Bidder or Bidder’s Authorized Representative  
 
 
_______________________________________  
Print or Type Name  
 
 
_______________________________________  
Generation Project Name(s)  
 
 
_______________________________________  
Date  
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Appendix C: Form Asset Purchase Agreement 
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Appendix D: Form Power Purchase Agreement 
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Appendix E: Bidder Forms A – S   
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Appendix F: Due Diligence Questions   
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Appendix G: Form Confidentiality Agreement 



Guidelines and Instructions





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR GENERATION CAPACITY

				Guidelines and Instructions

				RFP Form Data





						In addition to the bid document submission, the completed RFP forms, narrative responses, APA/PPA redline, and additional attachments will comprise a complete bid. 

Required data forms are included as separate worksheets of this workbook. The contents of each form and any special instructions for completing the forms are described within each worksheet. All capacity data are in MWAC, unless otherwise specified.

If additional space is needed to elaborate on information requested on any form, please attach additional sheets with the heading “Form __ Question __ - Additional Information.”

If certain information is requested that does not apply to the bid, the Respondent must indicate that the information is not applicable. If appropriate, the Respondent should explain why the information is not applicable.

Bidders must submit electronic copies of this worksheet (and all forms contained herein) in native Microsoft Excel format. Bidders may choose to submit hard copy of the same.  Narrative responses requested here-in may be provided in Microsoft Word or Adobe Acrobat format.














































































				Part I (continued)

												Guidelines and Instructions





























































































				Part I (continued)

												Guidelines and Instructions





























































































				Part I (continued)

												Guidelines and Instructions
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Form A





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR GENERATION CAPACITY

				Form A

				Bidder Contact Information



						Bidder Name				 

						Project Name				 





						Contact Information For Project

						Name

						Mailing Address



						Courier Address
(If Different)



						Telephone Number

						Fax Number

						E-mail Address







						Alternate Contact (Optional)

						Name

						Mailing Address



						Courier Address
(If Different)



						Telephone Number

						Fax Number

						E-mail Address
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OGE Capacity Aquisition or Purchase Agreement Bidder Response Forms		&A




Form B 





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR GENERATION CAPACITY

				Form B 

						Bid Summary

								Bidder Name		 

								Project Name		 



						Facility

						1)  Facility Name:  

						2)  Facility Location (steet address, city, county):





						3)  Facility Location (latitude, longitude):



						4)  Generation Technology 

								Provide a general description of the proposed generation technology (e.g., combined cycle, simple cycle, solar PV) including environmental control equipment where applicable. If retrofit or repowering, describe the proposed modification in detail within the proposal narrative.

















						5)  Facility Fuel Type and Transportation 

								Describe primary and secondary fuels, if applicable.

								Primary Fuel:						Secondary Fuel:

								Transportation:						Transportation:



						6)  Transmission Interconnection

								Point of Interconnection (SPP Node name and number):

								Interconnection Voltage (kV):



						7)  Capacity Rating (MW)

								Nameplate Capacity (provide in AC)

								Facility Net Design @ ISO Conditions 

								Facility Summer at site conditions (92 degrees F)

								Facility Winter at site conditions (30 degrees F)

								Proposal Firm Capacity (summer)

								Proposal Firm Capacity (winter)



						8)  Proposed Commercial Operation Date (COD)



						9)  Proposed PPA Contract Duration

								Please include either the expiration date to an anniversary of COD or list the desired date.



						10)  PPA Key Information

								Confirm that price conforms to OG&E's model PPA, or note differences if it does not. Any deviations from the model PPA may affect evaluation of the project.















						11) APA Key Information

								Provide net sale price and describe any key terms of the pricing offer.
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Form C





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR GENERATION CAPACITY

				Form C

				Bid Fee



						Bidder Name								 

						Project Name								 



						What is the maximum delivery amount in MW? 																								must be between 50 and 500 MW

						Number of offers for same project?*



						Bid Fee Basic (includes one offer per Project)																								$   5,000

						Bid Fee for each 20 MW incremental block above 100 MW																								Please verify size input

						Subtotal																								Please verify size input

						Bid Fee for incremental offers																								$   - 0



						     Total Bid Fee																								Please verify size and offer inputs



						*Bidders may offer alternate COD, size, or price for the same generation project at an incremental fee of $1000 per variation. To be included within the same proposal, such offers must be for the same generation facility.







				Bid Fee Instructions



						A $5,000 non-refundable filing fee must be submitted with each proposal of up to 100 MW. The bid fee will increase by $100 for every incremental 20 MW above 100 MW to a maximum bid fee of $7,000. Thise bid fee includes one price offering for a given sale/transfer offer.  Each additional pricing offer for sale/transfer within a given proposal will cost an additional $1,000. 











						Refer to section 2.6.2 of the RFP for remittance instruction for the Bidder Fee.
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Form D 





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR GENERATION CAPACITY

				Form D 

				Generation Facility Technical Description

						Bidder Name						 

						Project Name						 

						Description:

						This Form requests information regarding the proposed facility(ies) for purpose of evaluating the overall impact of the facility(ies) on the system and OGE cost of serving customers. If the Proposal consists of more than one generating unit with different operating characteristics, the Bidder should provide applicable information for each unit. If data is excluded, the evaluators may at their option elect to utilize generic characteristics consistent with the proposed capacity type or, if the information should be known by the Bidder, reject the bid as non-responsive.  Some information requested may not be known by the Bidder at this time; Bidder is expected to respond to each question to the extent such information is known or can be reasonably obtained. For information not relevant due to the technology type of the facility, please mark as "NA."

















						1)  		Project / Facility Name:  



						2)  		Generation Technology:

								Describe the number and type of proposed generator units:







								Configuration of generation equipment, i.e., CTs, HRSGs, wind turbines, solar PV, etc.:







								Generation equipment model numbers, vendors, manufacturers, (inclusive of solar panel and inverter technology) etc.:  







						3)  		Expected SPP Firm Capacity Rating (MW):								Summer Max Capacity Rating

								Description: Please indicate conditions for temperature, altitude, and power factor for which the data is supplied where applicable and capacity test data								Winter Max Capacity Rating

																Maximum operating level

																Minimum operating level

																Most efficient operating level

																Percent credit applied to determine electric load carrying capability at peak



						4)  		Expected Annual Forced Outage / Unplanned Maintenance Rate (%):

								Description: This rate should include only forced outages and unplanned maintenance, not planned maintenance. Existing units should also attached 5 year historical GADs data. Attachment name should include the Bidder and Facility name and indicate "Form D Q4".



						5)  		Expected Average Annual Maintenance Requirements Days / Year:

								On-peak Months (May, June, July, August, September):

								Off-peak Months:

								(additionally, an annual operation and maintenance plan is required as per the RFP and should be provided in Form G.)



						6)     		For non-intermittent facilities, state the target equivalent availability factor and the projected capacity factor.  For intermittent resources, state the projected gross and net capacity factor. Describe performance guarantees for facility operation.   



















						7)     		Describe any circumstances under which the Facility output will have to be curtailed on a predictable basis such as maintenance, steam host operation, etc.









						8) 		Heat Rate

								Where applicable, please provide average and incremental heat rates for the Facility, higher heating value for the primary fuel specified or anticipated fuel blend.  Additionally, heat rate curves by season should be provided for all thermal resources.





																Average Heat Rate (BTU/kWh)						Incremental Heat Rate (BTU/kWh)

								Minimum Operating Level

								50% of net capability

								75% of net capability

								100% of net capability



						9)  		Is Proposed Plant AGC Controllable?  								Yes				No



						         a) Low AGC Point (lowest output than can be achieved while the unit is on AGC)





						         b) High AGC Point (highest output than can be achieved while the unit is on AGC)





						10)  		Minimum On-line Time

								Include the minimum time between the generator breaker closing and re-opening in hours



						11)  		Minimum Downtime

								Include the minimum time the generator needs to be off-line prior to restarting in hours



						12)  		Start Time - (unit has been off-line for six hours)

								Include the time it takes for the unit to start, close breaker and reach minimum load



						13)  		Start Time - (unit has been off-line for eight hours)

								Include the time it takes for the unit to start, close breaker and reach minimum load



						14) 		Start Time - (unit has been off-line for 12 hours)

								Include the time it takes for the unit to start, close breaker and reach minimum load



						15)  		Start Time  - (unit has been off-line for 3 days)



						16) 		Start-up Limits (# of starts per day/week/month/year)



						17)		Start-up Fuel



						18)		Start-up Costs ($ per start)



						19)		AGC Ramp Rate

								Include the rate at which the unit responds to frequency changes while on control (MW/minute)



						20)		Normal Ramp Rate

								Include the rate at which the unit can increase output while on manual control (MW/minute)



						21)		Emergency Ramp Rate

								Include the rate at which the unit can increase output only for emergency situations (MW/minute)



						22)		Ten-minute Start Capability  								Yes				No

								If yes, achievable unit loading 10 minutes after synchronizing to system



						23)  		Black Start Capability								Yes				No



						24)		Provide reactive power capability curve (include as Excel attachment or additional sheet within this file. Attachment name should include the Bidder and Facility name and indicate "Form D Q20.")



						25)		Provide maximum reactive power productive and absortive capability.  



						26)		Technical Data: 

								Generator MVA Base

								Generator Nominal Power factor

								Generator Terminal Voltage

								Direct Axis Synchronous Reactance Xd

								Direct Axis Transient Reactance X'd

								Direct Axis Sub-Transient Reactance X''d

								Generator Step-up Transformer MVA Base

								Generator Step-up Transformer Impedance

								(R+jX on transformer MVA Base)

								Generator Step-up Transformer Rating (MVA)

								Generator Step-up Transformer Low-side Voltage (kV)

								Generator Step-up Transformer High-side Voltage (kV)

								Generator Step-up Transformer Number of taps and step size



						27)		What is the DC to AC conversion ratio for solar (i.e., inverter loading ratio)?



						28)		What is the Projected Solar System Output Degradation Rate (% of the first year)?



						29)		Please include the Inverter replacement schedule and cost (include as Excel attachment or additional sheet within this file. Attachment name should include the Bidder and Facility name and indicate "Form D Q29")





						30)		For bids including storage capabilities, please include:

								Total Storage Capability (MW):

								Energy Capacity (MWh):

								Charge Discharge Cycles per day / year:

								Storage Mainteance Requirements Days/Years:

								Battery Replacement Schedule:



						31)		Please include the the Battery System Capacity Degradation Rate (if this is expected to vary over time, please include the capacity retention by year for the 30 year time horizon as Excel attachment or additional sheet within this file. Attachment name should include Bidder and Facility name and indicate "Form D Q 31")



						32)		Please include the storage maintenance, replacement and augmentation schedule/strategy and cost (include as Excel attachment or additional sheet within this file. Attachment name should include Bidder and Facility name and indicate "Form D Q 32")





						33)		Please include as a separate attachment charging and discharging curves. Attachment name should include the Bidder and Facility name and indicate "Form D Q33"





						Additionally, Bidder should provide the following Narrative Content within their Bids

						1)		Describe the performance history of major components such as turbines, boilers, generators, solar cells, modules, inverters, or tracking equipment, etc.



						2)		Describe any unique benefits or value associated with the proposed technology as compared to other technologies in its class.



						3)		Provide any other relevant information about the proposed technology.
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Form E





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR GENERATION CAPACITY

						Form E

						SPP Capacity Accreditation

						Bidder Name				 

						Project Name				 

						Description:

						Please provide estimated summer and winter reserce capacity credit in MW that would be available in SPP under the proposal. The values should reflect the total anticipated SPP firm capacity obligation over the indicated contract year according to the SPP market rules.   
For PPA proposals, data should be provided for the proposed contract term or project lifetime. 
For existing facilitites, please provide 5 year historical data including SPP Deliverability Studies.  
Year 1 data below should reflect the beginning of the contract term. 



						Please confirm that the capacity will be located within SPP or the specific delivery Node in SPP. 



						SPP Delivery Node:

						COD:



														Summer				Winter

						Year				Location (Indicate Delivery Point or Zone)				Firm Capacity Obligation (MW)				Firm Capacity Obligation (MW)



						Fifth Most Recent Year

						Fourth Most Recent Year

						Third Most Recent Year

						Second Most Recent Year

						Most Recent Year

						Year 1

						Year 2

						Year 3

						Year 4

						Year 5

						Year 6

						Year 7

						Year 8

						Year 9

						Year 10

						Year 11

						Year 12

						Year 13

						Year 14

						Year 15

						Year 16

						Year 17

						Year 18

						Year 19

						Year 20

						Year 21

						Year 22

						Year 23

						Year 24

						Year 25

						Year 26

						Year 27

						Year 28

						Year 29

						Year 30





						Additional Notes (use additional sheets as necessary):
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Form F





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

				Form F

				Intermittent Resource Operational Information - Operational Profile



						Bidder Name				 

						Project Name				 

						Description:

						In addition to the summary information below, please provide an 8,760-hour electricity output profile as an Excel attachment or additional sheet within this file.  Attachment name should include the Bidder and Facility name and indicate "Form F Q1." The 8760 profile should be provided in either a 1x8760 or 24x365 format. 







						For Intermittent Resources with Energy Storage, enter the P50 output level of the resource without the Energy Storage. If the proposal is for more than one facility and not all facilities are to be interconnected with Energy Storage, copy and complete this form for each facility without the Energy Storage.  Also, copy and complete this form for the aggregate hourly amount of all resources including the Energy Storage/Balancing Energy (i.e., provide the expected profile with and without storage).









						If the proposal is for more than one facility, complete this information for each resource. All expected output data should be provided at the P50 (Probability Distribution of Output). 





						HOURLY GENERATION in MWh - 12 Months by 24 Hours for Representative Day for Each Month in the First Year after Commercial Operation as an OG&E Resource under this RFP





						Hour Ending		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

						1

						2

						3

						4

						5

						6

						7

						8

						9

						10

						11

						12

						13

						14

						15

						16

						17

						18

						19

						20

						21

						22

						23

						24
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Form G





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

				Form G

				Operational Information - Planned Maintenance Profile



						Bidder Name				 

						Project Name				 

						Description:

						The adjustment factors in each contract month above will be applied to capture changes in monthly output production for variations associated with maintenance, degradation, or other changes in output.  For example, landfill gas or solar may deplete or degradate from year to year and can be captured here, or a large scheduled outage which is performed every 5 years should be illustrated here.

Existing facilities should provide their 5 year maintenance history.












						Project COD (corresponding to Year 1 below):



				MONTHLY AVAILABILITY AS PROPORTION OF EXPECTED PRODUCTION

						Enter factors in decimal format, where 1 equals no adjustment (i.e. a decrease of 2% should be entered as 0.98)

						Year		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

						Fifth Most Recent Year

						Fourth Most Recent Year

						Third Most Recent Year

						Second Most Recent Year

						Most Recent Year

						Year 1

						Year 2

						Year 3

						Year 4

						Year 5

						Year 6

						Year 7

						Year 8

						Year 9

						Year 10

						Year 11

						Year 12

						Year 13

						Year 14

						Year 15

						Year 16

						Year 17

						Year 18

						Year 19

						Year 20

						Year 21

						Year 22

						Year 23

						Year 24

						Year 25

						Year 26

						Year 27

						Year 28

						Year 29

						Year 30

						Note: Add rows as required.

						IMPORTANT: These factors are for specific months and years.  The first entry must coincide with the project or contract start date.
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Form H





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

				Form H

				Annual Data for Cost, Performance, and Permitting



						Bidder Name		 

						Project Name		 

						Description:

						Please provide information, as pertinent to your generation project. Units of measure are provided in parentheses in each column heading. If a category (column) of information or annual row does not pertain to your project, please leave it blank. The data on this form may be used to support the computer simulation exercise in the Detailed Evaluation. Historical operations and maintenance (O&M) data in columns K & L are required for the five most-recent years of generation project operation, or the maximum number of full years of project operation if less. All monetary values provided should reflect nominal dollars.











						Commercial Operation Year (under Power Purchase Agreement or Asset Purchase Agreement associated with this OGE RFP)		Non-Fuel Variable O&M Cost ($/MWh)		Annual Fixed O&M Cost ($/MWAC)		Annual Electricity Output Degradation, if any (%)		Planned Maintenance Outage Time (Hours)		Expected Capital Expenses ($)		Annual Planned Permitted Energy, authorized by bidder's permits (MWh)		Historical Years		Historical Non-Fuel Variable O&M Cost ($/MWh)		Historical Fixed O&M Cost ($/MWAC)

						Year 1														Most Recent Year

						Year 2														Second Most Recent Year

						Year 3														Third Most Recent Year

						Year 4														Fourth Most Recent Year

						Year 5														Fifth Most Recent Year

						Year 6

						Year 7

						Year 8

						Year 9

						Year 10

						Year 11

						Year 12

						Year 13

						Year 14

						Year 15

						Year 16

						Year 17

						Year 18

						Year 19

						Year 20

						Year 21

						Year 22

						Year 23

						Year 24

						Year 25

						Year 26

						Year 27

						Year 28

						Year 29

						Year 30
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Form I





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

				Form I

				Fuel Plan (where applicable)

						Bidder Name				 

						Project Name				 



						1)		Provide the following fuel specifications:

								Fuel Type												Sulfur Content

								Heat Content												Ash Content

								Moisture Content												Ash Fusion Temp.



						2)		Indicate the gas delivery pressure required at each of the following points.

										plant burner tip pressure:								psig

										gas interconnection point:								minimum psig

										gas interconnection point:								maximum psig



						3) 		Fuel Delivery Point:



						4)		Identify the pressure guaranteed by the interconnecting pipeline at the fuel delivery point.

																		psig



						5)		Indicate the maximum daily and hourly gas consumption at the proposed plant 

								and the amounts required on a firm a basis:														Summer				Winter

								Maximum Daily Consumption (MMBtu/day)

								Maximum Hourly Consumption (MMBtu/day)

						6)		If applicable to a bidder system, “Fuel Oil Storage Facilities” tank size in gallons.





						7)		Type/grade of back-up liquid fuel





								In addition, Bidder's narrative response should include answers to the following questions related to the fuel plan.

						1)		Please describe the type and design of the proposed boiler.

						2)		Identify the primary and secondary fuels used by the project as well as any other alternate fuel capability.



						3)		Describe the type(s) and source(s) of the fuel.

						4)		For each fuel proposed, provide the following information: 

								§   Expected consumption on a daily and annual basis

								§   Expected maximum instantaneous usage

								§   An estimate of the percentage provided by each fuel

								§   Any applicable fuel limits (volume / timing)

								§   The period in which each fuel will be provided (months)

								§   The percentage of spot or contract volume for each fuel

								§   Share of contract volumes for contracts of greater than 5 years

						5)		List the transporters and describe the transportation routes used to deliver all fuel requirements (primary and secondary) from the source of supply to the plant site.  Provide a map depicting the proposed transportation routes from the source of supply to the Project. 





						6)		Describe the types (firm or interruptible) and terms and conditions of all transportation arrangements proposed for all transportation segments from the fuel supply source to the Facility site, and provide copies of all such transportation arrangements. Price (index, adders, etc.), Schedule, and Counterparty information should be included in your response.







						7)		Indicate if transportation service is to be provided via existing capacity or if new capacity is required to provide such service. In the event new capacity is required, Bidder shall provide all relevant information relative to the proposed capacity arrangement in sufficient detail to allow the Proposal’s feasibility to be evaluated. 







						8)		Provide all pricing arrangements, tariffs and/or pricing assumptions for all separate transportation segments. Explain the basis for the transportation price assumptions. 



						9)		Provide a description of the sources of fuel supply for the Facility, and list the names of the proposed fuel suppliers. 



						10)		Provide copies of all fuel supply arrangements or proposed arrangements.  Include all terms and conditions applicable to the arrangements including: 



								§         Term

								§         Volume commitments

								§         Pricing arrangements/components

								§         Minimum take requirements

								§         Acceptable contract terms and conditions

								§         Status of the arrangements

								§         Price re-openers

								§         Volume flexibility/penalties

								§         Market out provisions

								§         Performance guarantees

								§         Lead time on arranging or nominating gas supply for delivery

								§         Quality specifications for all fuels

						11)		Provide a description of the fuel pricing arrangements for both the primary and secondary fuels including the fuel price index utilized as well as any escalation factors or any other costs to the company, any price floors or ceilings, and any price variation based on load factor or other provisions. 





						12)		Provide information that describes if and how the fuel pricing arrangements are integrated with the terms of the proposed PPA.  Discuss if there are any limitations in the fuel supply arrangements that could affect unit dispatch or translate into a constraint on unit operations. 





						13)		Provide copies of supplier's annual reports, marketing and financial information that illustrate the financial and market strength of the supplier and its experience in supplying fuel to power Facilities. 





						14)		Provide a description of Bidder’s experience in securing fuel supply and transportation arrangements for other Facilities of similar size, technology and fuel type. 



						15)		Describe the fuel inventory and management procedures followed by the Bidder. Include in the response, a description of the planned inventory maintained for the Facility on both a volumetric basis and based on number of days or hours at full unit output; whether the inventory will be maintained on-site or off-site; and the on-site or off-site storage capacity available. For storage capacity, indicate if it is on-site or off-site storage, identify the volume of storage capacity, and the number of days or hours at full output which the storage facilities could sustain.   













						16)		Provide a description of Bidder’s fuel supply strategy and criteria that serves as the basis for evaluating and selecting fuel suppliers and transporters. 



						17)		For energy sale bids in which bidder plans to acquire and manage the fuel supply, describe supply plan and identify all contracts that support the supply of firm gas transportation and firm supply to the proposed plant.





						18)		For gas-fired facilities, identify the pipeline to which the bidder plans to interconnect.

						19)		Describe the gas interconnection facilities that will be needed including the size, length, and location of the lateral interconnection and fuel delivery point (attach a USGS-based map showing the gas pipeline delivery point, the location of any lateral lines, compressors and meters.)





						20)		If known, please indicate the total assumed capital costs for all gas facilities that are estimated. 

						21)		If secondary on-site fuel storage is proposed, describe the fuel type, including quality specifications, quantity, and maximum number of full-load run hours on secondary fuel.



						22)		List any gas quality restrictions and indicate if the required delivery pipelines have acceptable gas quality.
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Form J





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

				Form J

						O&M Plan



						Bidder Name						 

						Project Name						 

						Description:

						Operations and maintenance (O&M) is an important element of successful Facility operations. For PPA proposals, Bidders should demonstrate that the Facility's maintenance plan, level of funding, and mechanism for funding will ensure reliable operation.For APA proposals, Bidders should provide the expected going forward operational expenses to maintain the Facility consistent with industry standards. 







						1)		Provide a detailed operation and maintenance plan for the Facility that contains the following information: 



								a.		Description of the current and projected O&M funding and funding level;

								b.		The basis for selecting the funding mechanism;

								c.		The O&M staffing levels expected for the Facility, including the on-site staffing levels and other resources available during a forced outage;



								d.		The expected role of the Bidder or outside contractors in providing maintenance services;



								e.		Plans for staffing the Facility, including the delegation of environmental compliance responsibilities; 



								f.		Detailed plans for maintenance on the major pieces of equipment, including the frequency of preventative maintenance; and



								g.		Description of any operational guarantees to be in place at the Facility.



						2)		Describe the status of the Bidder in securing any maintenance agreements or contracts.  Indicate the preferred provider and if available, provide copies of the agreements or contracts.  
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Form K





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

				Form K

				Critical Path Schedule 

						Bidder Name				 

						Project Name				 



						(1) Please provide the date by which each of the following milestones will be achieved for proposed new facilities or proposed upgrades: 



						(i) Receipt of all Permits necessary to construct the facility in final form

								Date:



						(ii) Acquisition of all required real property rights necessary for construction and operation of the facility and interconnection of the facility to the SPP grid



								Date:



						(iii) Demonstration of the financial capability (whether through third party financing to Bidder or Bidder’s own financial assets) to proceed with the development and construction of the facility, including, as applicable, Bidder’s financial obligations with respect to interconnection of the facility to the transmission network and construction of any required network upgrades









								Date:



						(iv) Issuance of a full notice to proceed by Bidder to its general contractor and commencement of construction of the Facility



								Date:



						(2) Project Description 

						Please provide other descriptive details [such as operational limitations and criteria for substantial completion of the facility] as specified by Bidder in its response to the RFP. If none, enter "none."

































				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

				Form K

				Critical Path Schedule 



						(3) Bidder’s Critical Milestones for New Facilities, Proposed Upgrades or Existing Facilities 



						Part 1a) Construction Permits (for new plants or upgrades)								Part 1b) Operating Permits



















































						Part 2) Real Estate Rights
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Form L





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

						Form L

						Environmental Impact – Air Emissions

						Bidder Name				 

						Project Name				 

						Description:

						Please provide the following emission rate information for proposed generator(s), including supplemental capacity (duct-firing, steam injection, etc.), if applicable.







						Emission Rates on Primary Fuel

														Base Capacity (lb/MMBtu)						Full Load w/ Supplemental Capacity (lb/MMBtu)





						Oxides of Sulfur

						Oxides of Nitrogen

						Carbon Dioxide

						Carbon Monoxide

						Volatile Organic Compounds

						Particulate Matter  - PM10

						Particulate Matter  - PM2.5

								Lead

								Mercury



						Maximum NOx emission rate (in parts per million):



						Maximum CO emission rate (in parts per million):



						Maximum permitted/permittable annual capacity factor (%):





						Emission Rates on Secondary Fuel (if applicable)

														Base Capacity (lb./MMBtu)						Full Load w/ Supplemental Capacity (lb/MMBtu)





						Oxides of Sulfur

						Oxides of Nitrogen

						Mercury

						Carbon Dioxide

						Carbon Monoxide

						Volatile Organic Compounds

						Particulate Matter
(including PM and PM10)



						Maximum NOx emission rate (in parts per million):



						Maximum CO emission rate (in parts per million):



						Maximum permitted/permittable annual capacity factor (%):





						Existing Facilities should also provide a historical information on their actual emissions output for the past 5 years. Attachment name should include the Bidder and Projectname and indicate "Form L."





						Bidders may provide supplemental comments regarding their plans to minimize environmental impact within their bid response document.
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Form M





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

						Form M

						Environmental Impact Statement



						Bidder Name						 

						Project Name						 

						Description:

						Bidder's narrative response should include answers to the following questions related to Environmental impact.





								Environmenal Impacts/Permits - Air and Water 

								1)		Describe all air quality permits that will be required for the project.

								2)		State whether any air permits have been secured, and if not, whether applications have been filed.  Report on the status of any pending applications and any feedback from permitting agencies.





								3)		Describe the expected time frame to obtain the necessary air permits after application submittal to the State including the expected dates of filing the permit applications.



								4)		Describe all other federal, state and local environmental permits and approvals that will be required, including but not limited to federal environmental assessments under the National Environmental Policy Act (EA/EIS), wastewater discharge permits, hazardous waste permits, etc.  Report on the status of all such permit applications and any feedback from permitting agencies.









								5)		Describe the water supply strategy for the project, including a description of water requirements, water supply source(s), discharge plans, new water pipeline requirements, and any work completed to date on the water supply plan. Discuss how impingement/entrainment issues will be addressed.







								6)		Describe any benefits to long-term air and water quality anticipated to result from the facility.



								7)		Describe the control technology which will be utilized at the facility for control of air emissions.  Describe any performance guarantees related to specific control equipment.



								8)		In anticipation of future environmental control programs, describe the expected capability to reduce air or water emissions. Options may include additional control equipment, modified operations, reduced operations, etc.  Include in your description the feasibility of and anticipated degree of difficulty of each option. 









								Environmental Impact Hazardous Waste

								Describe Environmental Effects of Power Plant Construction and/or Operation on the following:

								1)		On-site Treatment, Storage, Disposal Facilities

								2)		Off-site Transportation



								Land Impacts

								Describe Environmental Effects of Power Plant Construction and/or Operation on the following:

								1)		Wetlands

								2)		Terrestrial Environment (Wildlife, including Avian Protection)

								3)		Aquatic Environment (Fish and Aquatic Organisms)

								4)		Threatened and Endangered Species Protection

								5)		Agricultural Areas

								6)		Corridors Needed to Connect to Fuel Sources and the Electric Transmission Grid

								7)		State-designated Scenic Byways

								8)		Other



								Socio-Economic

								Describe Environmental Effects of Power Plant Construction and/or Operation on the following:

								1)		Visual Landscape and Visibility Impacts

								2)		Archaeological and Historical Sites

								3)		Landmarks and Sensitive Areas

								4)		Noise Impacts

								5)		Transportation Impacts

								6)		FAA Impacts

								7)		Economic Development  
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Form N





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

				Form N

				Site Information

						Bidder Name						 

						Project Name						 



						1)		Indicate the total acreage of the proposed site:

						2)		Indicate if the site is an existing brownfield or industrial location: 

																		Yes						No

						3)		Land purchase or lease?

						4)		Projected land costs:







								In addition, Bidder's narrative response should include answers to the following questions related to site control and development.





						1)		Indicate whether bidder controls the development site through a) ownership of a leasehold interest in, or a right to develop a site for the purpose of constructing the proposed generating facility; b) an option to purchase or acquire a leasehold site for such purpose;  c) an exclusivity or other business relationship between bidder and the entity having the right to sell, lease or grant bidder the right to possess or occupy a site for such purpose; or d) fee simple.











						2)		If land is or will be leased, please provde any terms and provisions related to the lease agreement.



						3)		If site control described in 1) above has not yet been secured, describe plan and schedule for obtaining such site control.



						4)		Indicate if the proposed development site has an appropriate zoning designation, or whether a rezoning is necessary.  Describe any rezoning plans and issues.





						5)		Describe all city or county land use permits that will be required such as conditional use or special approvals.



						6)		Report on the status of land use permitting activities, including the status of any pending applications and any feedback from permitting agencies, community or neighborhood groups.





						7)		Describe existing and planned land uses in all directions surrounding the proposed development or existing site.



						8)		Attach a USGS-based map showing the location of the proposed development site and the anticipated placement of all facilities at the site including transmission and fuel related facilities.
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Form O





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

				Form O

				Interconnection



						Bidder Name						 

						Project Name						 



						1)		Please indicate if a new transmission interconnection agreement with SPP will be required for the proposed capacity.



										Yes

										No





						1a)		If Yes, will the proposed generator interconnect with an existing substation / switchyard or 

								require the construction of a new substation or switchyard?

										Existing Substation or Switchyard

										New Substation or Switchyard



						1b)		Provide substation or switchyard number as used by the SPP. 





						1c)		Provide SPP designated Generation Interconnection Number



						2)		OGE will assume no network upgrades are included in the Bidder proposal unless specified. If network upgrades are included, please indicate the total assumed capital costs for all transmission interconnection facilities.  





																		$





						In addition, Bidder's narrative response should include answers to the following questions related to interconnection.



						1)		Describe the location of the proposed point of interconnection, such as the name of  an existing substation or switchyard, or the point on an existing transmission line, such  as x-miles south of ABC Substation or halfway between ABC and XYZ substation. Provide the County name and the Section, Township and Range of the proposed point of interconnection.  Include the interconnection voltage.  Attach a USGS-based map showing the proposed locations.









						2)		Describe the electric interconnection facilities that have been included in the bid price, including the size, length and location of any transmission line and size and list of substation equipment for which the transmission customer (Bidder) will be responsible for building and owning.





						3)		Please indicate if the proposed generator will require a new transmission interconnection or an expansion of an existing interconnection with the SPP system?



						4)		OGE will assume no network upgrades are included in the Bidder proposal unless specified. If network upgrades are included, describe the specific transmission elements to be upgraded and include a narrative description of the upgrade plan.





						5)		If available, provide a copy of bidder's preliminary transmission interconnection study.
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Form P





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

						Form P

						Financing Information

						(Form is required for all proposed (not yet operational) facilities and upgrades to existing facilities.)



						Bidder Name						 

						Project Name						 



								1)		Bidder Legal Name:



								2)		Physical Address:





								3)		Financial/Credit Contact Person:  

										    Position Title:

										    Telephone:

										    Fax:

										    E-mail:



								4)		Federal Tax Identification Number 



								5)		Bidder Dun & Bradstreet Identification Number



								6)		Bidder is (check all that apply)

										a.      Corporation

										b.      Partnership

										c.      Joint Venture

										d.      Sole Proprietorship

										e.      Limited Liability Company

										f.       Limited Liability Partnership

										g.      Other (attach description)



								7)		Indicate if the bidder intends to use a guarantor.  If yes, provide legal name of the guarantor.







								8)		Guarantor’s Dun & Bradstreet Identification Number:



								9)		Bidder Credit Rating Information:

												Issuer Rating		Senior Unsecured Rating		Short-Term Rating

										S&P

										Moody’s

										Fitch



								10)		Provide rating reports from the respective agencies for prior 36 months.



								11)		Guarantor Credit Rating Information 

												Issuer Rating		Senior Unsecured Rating		Short-Term Rating

										S&P

										Moody’s

										Fitch



								12)		Identify the primary financing sources for the construction phase of the project

										Common Equity:												%

										Preferred Equity:												%

										Debt:												%



								13)		Identify the primary financing sources for the permanent financing of the project

										Common Equity:												%

										Preferred Equity:												%

										Debt:												%



								14)		Does proposed facility qualify for the federal investment tax credit (ITC)?

										Yes								No





								In addition, Bidder's narrative response should include answers to the following questions related to ability to finance the project.



								1)		Provide rating reports from the respective agencies for prior 36 months.

								2)		If bidder is relying on guarantor for credit support, please describe the corporate relationship between bidder and guarantor.  Also, provide a statement regarding the proposed guarantor’s willingness to provide guarantee acceptable to OGE.

								3)		Provide audited financial statements for the last three years for bidder and guarantor (if applicable).  If audited financial statements are not available, provide unaudited financial statements with CFO attestation.  If financial statements are consolidated, provide stand-alone financial statements with CFO attestation for bidder and guarantor.

								4)		For all related liquidity/credit lines for the bidder and/or guarantor (if applicable), list all credit lines and, for each credit line, provide the following information:

										a.      Type of facility (i.e. 364-revolver, 3-year revolver or bilateral loan), size, expiration date



										b.      Issuing entity, obligor, guarantor, co-guarantor

										c.      How much of the facility can be drawn as cash and how much as letter of credit

										d.      What is current availability and usage under the line.  Provide, historical, minimum, maximum, average for the last 24 months



										e.      Indicate if this is a committed or uncommitted credit line

										f.       Does the credit line have a MAC clause?     

										g.      Does the facility have a security interests or springing security interests? If yes, describe security interest and/or springing security interests.



										i.     Estimated collateral requirements in the event of credit downgrade (below investment grade). Provide minimum, maximum, and average information for the last 24 months.





								5)		For financing in the construction stage, provide funding source (new equity, equity contribution from guarantor/parent, etc.).  If equity contribution from parent, provide funding source at the parent level (cash in hand, debt, new equity). 





								6)		For the permanent financing, provide funding source (new equity, equity contribution from guarantor/parent, etc.).  If equity contribution from parent, provide funding source at the parent level (cash in hand, debt, new equity). 





								7)		Attach pro-forma construction and operations worksheets in MS Excel format with formulas intact.  Provide the balance sheet, income statement, and statement of cash flows for the life of the project.





								8)		Provide a discussion of how this project and its financing may affect the credit metrics and credit ratings of the Bidder and/or its Parent / Credit Guarantor.



								9)		Provide a statement demonstrating reasonable ability to finance the proposed facility based on past  experience.  Include a financial plan identifying approach to obtaining capital from the sources identified above including a letter from a financial institution stating that the project as proposed in this RFP is financeable.







								10)		Identify and describe the source of required security at each stage of the project's life and provide plan for posting it. Include a demonstartion of the ability to post the security. 
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Form Q





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

						Form Q

						Project Management

						(Form is required for all proposed facilities or significant upgrades to existing facilities.)



						Bidder Name						 

						Project Name						 

						Description:

						Bidders are required to demonstrate project experience and management capability to successfully develop and operate the Facility, as proposed.  OG&E is particularly interested in a project team which has demonstrated success in Projects of a similar nature, type, size, and technology, and can demonstrate an ability to effectively work together and for greenfield projects to bring the Facility to commercial operation.









								1)		Provide an organizational chart for the Facility that lists the participants and consultants and identifies the management structure and responsibilities.



								2)		For each of the participants (i.e., project developer, A/E firm, EPC firm, fuel supplier, environmental staff or consulting firm, legal services, etc.) provide brief experience statements which lists the specific experience of the firm, other projects of similar nature, type, size and technology, and any evidence that the participants have worked jointly on other projects.







								3)		Provide a management chart that lists the key management personnel, title, lines of responsibility and reporting requirements for the Facility project team.



								4)		Provide the resumes of the important project management and key support staff dedicated to the Facility.



								5)		Provide documentation regarding the contractual relationship between the project sponsor and all additional participants or vendors.  Indicate the status of any arrangements between the Bidder and vendors. 





								6)		Provide a listing of all similar projects the Bidder has successfully developed.  Provide the following information as part of the response:



										§         Name of the project

										§         Location of the project

										§         Project type, size and technology

										§         Purchasing utility

										§         Schedule and actual commercial operation date

										§         Whether the unit is dispatchable or must-run

										§         Capacity factor of the unit for its entire term of operation

										§         Availability factor of the unit for its entire term of operation

										§         Sponsor’s role in the project

										§         Identify any environmental violations

								7)		Highlight project experience within the SPP Integrated Marketplace that is relevant to this RFP.

								8)		Provide copies of report material related to safety of operations including reports on reportable injuries, instances of accidents, injuries, or fatalities, lost workday injuries, loss of operations due to safety issues, etc. at facilities currently owned or maintained by the Bidder.  





								9) 		Describe Bidder's commitment to safety of operations including any operating practices designed to encourage safety commitments (such as bonus programs related to safety performance).
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Form R





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

				Form R

				Annual PPA Pricing Information



						Bidder Name		 

						Project Name		 



						This form shall be deemed Confidential Information 



								Commercial Operation Year		Capacity Price ($/MW)		Reference Capacity Amount (MWs)

								1

								2

								3

								4

								5

								6

								7

								8

								9

								10

								11

								12

								13

								14

								15

								16

								17

								18

								19

								20

								21

								22

								23

								24

								25

								26

								27

								28

								29

								30



						Duplicate this sheet as needed.







Form S





				2018 OG&E RFP FOR Capacity

				Form S

				Monthly Data for PPA Contract Capacity



						Bidder Name				 

						Project Name				 

						Description:

						Please provide information, as pertinent to your Proposal. Units of measure are provided in parentheses in each table heading. If a column or row of information does not pertain to your project, please leave it blank. The data on this form may be used to support the computer simulation exercise in the Detailed Evaluation.










				MONTHLY DATA FOR CONTRACT CAPACITY (MWAC)



						Commercial Operation Year (under Power Purchase Agreement or Asset Purchase Agreement associated with this OGE RFP)		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

						Year 1

						Year 2

						Year 3

						Year 4

						Year 5

						Year 6

						Year 7

						Year 8

						Year 9

						Year 10

						Year 11

						Year 12

						Year 13

						Year 14

						Year 15

						Year 16

						Year 17

						Year 18

						Year 19

						Year 20

						Year 21

						Year 22

						Year 23

						Year 24

						Year 25

						Year 26

						Year 27

						Year 28

						Year 29

						Year 30



						IMPORTANT: The maximum monthly Contract Capacity in the table above should not exceed the "Net Capability" of the project.
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Guidelines and Instructions


2018 OG&E RFP FOR GENERATION CAPACITY


RFP Form Data


In addition to the bid document submission, the completed RFP forms, narrative 


responses, APA/PPA redline, and additional attachments will comprise a 


complete bid. 





Required data forms are included as separate worksheets of this workbook. The 


contents of each form and any special instructions for completing the forms are 


described within each worksheet. All capacity data are in MW


AC


, unless otherwise 


specified.





If additional space is needed to elaborate on information requested on any form, 


please attach additional sheets with the heading “Form __ Question __ - 


Additional Information.”





If certain information is requested that does not apply to the bid, the Respondent 


must indicate that the information is not applicable. If appropriate, the 


Respondent should explain why the information is not applicable.





Bidders must submit electronic copies of this worksheet (and all forms contained 


herein) in native Microsoft Excel format. Bidders may choose to submit hard copy 


of the same.  Narrative responses requested here-in may be provided in 


Microsoft Word or Adobe Acrobat format.





